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McGraw-Hill Salutes the ACRL on 100 Years of Outstanding Service.

McGraw-Hill recently celebrated its centennial — and we share the commitment to service, quality, and consistency that has distinguished the ACRL's first 100 years. We'll be joining your celebration in Cincinnati and hope that each of you will join us at booth #335 for a display of today's finest scientific and technical books.

McGraw-Hill — The Source for Quality Science Information

Publishers of

McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific and Technical Terms, 4/e
ISBN 0-07-045270-9

McGraw-Hill Concise Encyclopedia of Science & Technology, 2/e
ISBN 0-07-045512-0

For catalogues, ordering information, or agency terms, call 1-800-722-ISBN or write:

Betty Crawford
Manager Library & Special Markets
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company
11 West 19th Street, 3rd floor
New York, N.Y. 10011
ACQUISITION PERSPECTIVES

2. Book House guarantees to order each book you request, with regular claiming to publishers. From major publishers on open account to the most obscure press requiring pre-purchase and offering no discount, our persistence and experience enables us to deliver every available title.

There is no substitute for complete delivery.